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Better Image Searching Through Shared Annotations
The Problem with Search Technology:
I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For
As the volume of material online increases, it
becomes more difficult and time consuming for peo-

By Ken Haase and David Tamés
beingmeta, inc.
kh@beingmeta.com
david@beingmeta.com

ple to find what they are looking for [5]. Finding the
right document depends on how well query terms
match keywords or other document descriptors. In
the case of text documents, descriptors can be generated from an automatic analysis of the documents’
content and structure [1]. But what happens when the
“document” is not text but video, sounds, photos, or
other images? These media types do not lend them-
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selves to automated content analysis. Instead, these

ans to use and often do not allow the kind of precise

nontextual documents are generally annotated by

description that users like to provide while annotat-

professional librarians or archivists who are skilled at

ing or searching. Controlled vocabularies can be

identifying what is most important about the docu-

extended but, if not carefully managed, can tend

ment (salience) and in selecting descriptive keywords

toward the ambiguity and confusion present in natu-

that are precise and specific enough for most search-

ral languages.

es. Although this approach generates high-quality

An extensible controlled structured vocabulary

descriptors, it does so at a cost. With the increase in

(ECSV), consisting of terms and their relations, pro-

images stored by individuals and businesses, there is

vides a more systematic approach to creating an easy-

a pressing need for an alternative method of finding

to-use, controlled vocabulary. New terms are added

images and other media documents.

when they relate to existing terms and are included

BabelVision offers a counterintuitive twist in

in the search computation, making descriptions more

the development of search technologies: It helps peo-

precise and still usable. BabelVision uses an ECSV

ple find images by making it easier for nonexperts to

called BRICO [6] (after the French word bricolage) that

annotate the image. This article describes

contains roughly half a million concepts capturing (in

BabelVision, a concept-based image annotation and

ambiguous relationships) roughly the same number

search prototype, and a trial of the technology with

of words. BRICO includes substantial (though incom-

an annotation team made up of inner-city high school

plete) mappings into a number of other Western lan-

students in Boston.

guages: Spanish, Portuguese, French, German,
Italian, and Dutch.

Keyword Roulette
The problem with nonexpert annotation is that keywords chosen by nonlibrarians tend to be ambiguous

In order to annotate or search images, users access

and at different levels of description. This results in

BabelVision via a Web browser. The home page

similar documents being described in different ways,

(Figure 1) presents the user with a collection of

and searchers are forced to guess which descriptive

images to annotate.

keywords might have been used to describe the con-

For example, clicking the image on the far right
of the top row takes the user to a page with the image

tent they are seeking.
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Annotating Images with Babelvision

The traditional solution to this problem is for

flanked by an “Add Concepts” text field. When the

both annotators and searchers to use a controlled

user types a word or phrase in this field, BabelVision

vocabulary1

of terms. Unfortunately, traditional con-

returns the concepts related to that word or phrase.

trolled vocabularies can be difficult for nonlibrari-

For example, if the user types “piano,” BabelVision
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returns four concepts (Figure 2).

Figure 1. BabelVision starting page.

BabelVision is telling us that “piano” is ambiguous—that is, four distinct concepts are associated
with “piano.” By clicking the check boxes next to the
concepts, the user can disambiguate the term, that
is, tell BabelVision specifically which of the four concepts to associate with the image. For the image in
our example, the user selects the third concept,

Figure 2. Concepts associated with “piano.”

“piano...a stringed instrument...,” and adds several
concepts associated with the word “music.” After
adding some other concepts, the annotation page
eventually looks like Figure 3. BabelVision is quite
flexible; it accepts a wide range of words and phrases and finds concepts from a very large vocabulary.
For the user, the disambiguation task is not much
harder than typing keywords and requires no knowledge of a controlled vocabulary. BabelVision perFigure 3. Image annotated with various concepts.

forms the hard work behind the scenes to associate
precise concepts with the image. In this manner,
BabelVision transforms the complex task of annotation into free association and concept recognition.

Searching for Images with Babelvision
Search works similarly to annotation. For example,
if the user types “piano player” to search for an image
of a piano being played, BabelVision returns the
concept for “piano player, pianist, a person who plays
the piano.” In this case the term is not ambiguous and
thus maps to a single concept (unlike “music” and
“piano,” which have many concepts associated with
them). Clicking the “piano player” concept will
reveal thumbnails of images in the database that have
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Figure 4. Searching by concept “person: piano player.”

been annotated with the concept “piano player”
(Figure 4).
BabelVision is interlingual, that is, users can perform annotation in one language and search using a
different language. For example, searching for “musica” in Italian yields a similar, yet not identical, set of
concepts as the search would for “music” in English
(Figure 5). The concepts BabelVision presents to the
user are slightly different, reflecting the continuities

Figure 5. Search using the Italian word “musica.”

and cultural differences in the meanings of the term
“musica” in Italian and the term “music” in English.2
Note that previously, when the user annotated
the image of the hand and the piano keys, the only
terms they had to think of were “music” and “piano”
and the rest of the work involved selecting from
concepts related to those terms. Searching works similarly. The user types a familiar term and then disambiguates the search by choosing additional concepts from a list presented by BabelVision. In return
for this simple additional step, the user is rewarded
with high-precision search results. Figure 6 shows the
Figure 6. Search results using concept “communication: music.”

result of searching on a general concept such as
“music”—a lot of images, but high-precision images,
are returned. The first image was the one originally
annotated by our user. This is not a trick. The system
has a preference for those images that were most
recently annotated. BabelVision, it must be noted,
uses concepts not keywords in annotations. “Music,”
for example, is a concept not a keyword.

Behind the Scenes
The preceding example used an extensive knowl-
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How Well Did It Work?

edge base to enable a nonexpert annotator to provide rich descriptions of image content. By replac-

We conducted a five-month study [7] to determine

ing the librarian’s recall task (finding relevant con-

how well the annotations created by non-experts

trolled terms) with a simpler recognition task, the

using BabelVision compared with those created by

nonexpert can annotate images unambiguously and

professional library scientists. We used a diverse col-

with great precision.

lection of images 3 characteristic of contemporary

An ECSV solves two problems at the same

stock photo collections. The images were already

time: ambiguity and specificity. It addresses ambi-

annotated by experts with keywords from a con-

guity by separating out different core meanings of

trolled vocabulary, thus serving as the basis for com-

a term. For example, the word “fire” would have

parison. We evaluated the results in two ways. First,

descriptions for meanings that include destructive

we looked at whether different annotators using

burning, involuntary termination, the onslaught of

BabelVision were describing the same image in dif-

Use of an ECSV (extensible
Use
of
an
ECSV
(extensible
Use
of
an
ECSV
(extensiblecan
controlled structural vocabulary)
controlled
structural
vocabulary)
can
controlled
structural
vocabulary)
can
enable precise
recall
while
enable
recall
enable precise
precise
recall while
while
not hampering
more general
recall.
not
hampering
more
general
not hampering more general recall.
recall.
projectile weapons, and more metaphorical inter-

ferent ways. Second, we compared their annotations

pretations. It addresses specificity by connecting

with “expert annotations” produced by mapping

concepts to one another so that the concept of

the original controlled vocabulary keywords into

destructive burning is tied to more general con-

the BRICO conceptual language [6] used by

cepts (such as fiery combustion, which includes

BabelVision.

explosions or internal combustion) and more spe-

Students ranging from 14 to 17 years old were

cific concepts (such as camp fires, forest fires, and

drawn from the racially, ethnically, and economically

house fires).

diverse community around the beingmeta headquar-

The annotation example dwelled on the ambi-

ters in Dorchester, Massachusetts (a part of Boston).

guity problem, but in looking at search we saw how

The students were compensated for their involvement

the use of an ECSV can enable precise recall while not

in an after-school annotation program—based at the

hampering more general recall.

Codman Square Technology Center 4 —that ran
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throughout the spring and early summer of 2003.

of annotations between different annotators was

Annotators logged approximately 1,900 hours and

much higher when we looked at the results of the six

were supervised by a trainer/manager; experienced

best annotators. Second, low overlap tended to reflect

annotators frequently trained those new to the project.

the annotators’ choice of different features to describe

The primary evaluation metric was based on

rather than their selection of different concepts for the

comparing different annotators’ descriptions of the

same features. Regarding the first observation, reduc-

same images. We looked at a number of direct and

ing the scope of the analysis to the six annotators who

derived measures, but the two most revealing metrics

seemed to do best yielded a mean overlap of 1.48 con-

were the following:

cepts and a failure rate of 15 percent.
The foregoing numbers give some idea of how

• Overlap: a count of the common annotations

much different annotators’ descriptions diverged or

between two annotators, weighted to reflect con-

converged, but one important question is how their

BabelVision creates a partnership between the
BabelVision
creates
a partnership
between
the
BabelVision
creates
partnership
between
the
human skills
that aare
well suited
to
human
skills
are well
suited
humanimages
skills that
that
suited to
to
categorizing
and are
the well
computational
categorizing
images
and
the
computational
categorizing
images and
power
of adding precision
to the
the computational
description.
power
of
adding
precision
to
the
power of adding precision to the description.
description.
cepts that are not identical but are closely related in

annotations compare with expert annotations. We

the concept language

examine this by converting the controlled vocabulary

• Failure rate: the percentage of images between two
annotators that have no common annotations

keywords for the DVO collection into BRICO concepts and comparing the annotators with this “expert
annotator.”
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Over all of the annotators, we found an average

In this comparison, the average overlap score

overlap of 1.16 annotations and an average inter-

was 1.52 and the average failure rate was 15 percent.

annotator failure rate of 20 percent. These numbers

Restricted to the best annotators, the overlap came

were statistically significant and indicated that dif-

in at 1.78 and the failure rate averaged 10 percent.

ferent annotators were generally describing the same

Interestingly, when the annotators were taken as an

images in similar ways. However, two patterns were

aggregate (as though their collective annotations

clear as we looked at the data. First, the convergence

were done by a single person), the overlap score was
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2.7 and the failure rate fell to five percent.

concepts (from a huge space) to describe the same

We were disappointed by the relatively high fail-

images. This convergence demonstrates that different

ure rate (15 percent), that is, images for which there

annotators or (presumably) searchers would find

was no overlap in annotations between the two

their way to the same concepts and to the images

groups. When we looked at the data more closely, we

annotated with them.

found that one source of this problem was the exis-

What still needs to be addressed? Reducing the

tence in BRICO of fine-grained distinctions such as

failure rate—using some of the preceding strategies—

distinguishing {city|metropolis} (the social entity)

is of paramount importance. In addition, although

from {city|metropolis} (the location). These distinc-

BRICO is a large knowledge base, it can’t represent

tions had different concepts in BRICO but these con-

everything and users will need to extend it to address

cepts were not systematically connected to one

new domains and more precise categorizations. One

another. Similarly, some of our participants repeat-

crucial question is whether nonexperts can also

edly used the concept {tree, tree diagram} to describe

accomplish the extension of ontologies. Finally, the

botanical trees whereas the experts used the {tree:

nonexperts in this study were supervised and it will

woody plant} for these images. These gaps might be

require some work—at the knowledge, interaction,

addressed with both extensions to the ontology5 itself

and interface levels—to enable the system to work for

and changes to the user interface for BabelVision that

isolated nonexperts.

would make it easier to find the right concept using,

Disruptive Potential

perhaps, iconic representations as well as text.
Do non-experts using BabelVision do as well as

Information technologies, including digital imaging,

expert archivists using a controlled vocabulary? No,

word processing and the Internet, are disruptive in

but for a variety of different reasons. First, the experts

that they confer a level of access and performance to

tended to produce much more detailed descriptions

ordinary individuals that was previously only afford-

(10 to 20 keywords), whereas our annotators tended

ed to the privileged few. BabelVision, by providing

to use only three or four concepts. Second, the experts

easy access to an intelligent concept database, has the

only occasionally selected the wrong term from the

same potential to augment the skills of regular users

controlled vocabulary, and BabelVision annotators

to approach those of the skilled librarian. The skills of

more frequently chose the wrong term, resulting in

librarians will still be needed for large, specialized

the 10 to 20 percent failure rates cited earlier.

image libraries for which expertise in providing pre-

Can nonexperts using BabelVision usefully

cise terms has significant value.

annotate images? Yes. The overlap numbers clearly

The specific problems addressed by BabelVision

indicate that the annotators picked many of the same

are harbingers of the design issues involved in the
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evolution of the semantic Web [3] and especially in
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FOOTNOTES
1. Some of the best known controlled
vocabularies are those used by the
Library of Congress; for example,
the Thesaurus of Graphic Materials
I (TGM-I) consists of thousands of
terms for indexing visual materials.
See
www.loc.gov/lexico/servlet/lexico/
2. In Figure 5 the terms are in Italian
but the concept descriptions are in
English as they have not been translated to Italian in the current
deployment of BabelVision.
3. One of the image collections, the
DVO Collection, was provided to
beingmeta for research purposes by
Digital Vision Online, www.digitalvisiononline, a provider of stock
photography.
4. The Codman Square Technology
Center is a neighborhood center
providing services to both children
and adults and is run under the
auspices of the Codman Square
Health Center, www.codman.org
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5. An ontology defines the terms used
to describe and represent an area of
knowledge. An ontology represents
semantics and enabling the semantics to be used by computer programs, which is particularly important for applications that search
across or merge information created
by diverse communities.
BabelVision uses BRICO as its
ontology.
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